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Agenda 

1. Thesis: The Anthropocene is a new concept, signifying a new world-
understanding we should consider.. 


2. Conceptual discussion: What could and should be the basic component of 
this new concept/world-understanding? 


3. Discussion of implications: Does the Anthropocene (“for good reasons”) 
calls for rethinking and re-situating all “human practices” developed in the 
Holocene? Education and schools for instance? Economy? Etc. 


4. A double question: The Anthropocene and Pragmatic Constructivism - 
should we rethink the Anthropocene from the perspective of PC and/or PC 
from the perspective of the Anthropocene?                                                 
(In other words: how could PC be helpful in an Anthropocene world?) 
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1. The Anthropocene - what is it?  

• To begin with: a geological term coined about year 2000 by Paul Crutzen and Eugene 
Stoermer (but many “forerunners”)  


• The concept signify and suggest that we now live in a new epoch - the Anthropocene - 
characterized by the fact that human activities - agriculture, plastic production etc. etc. 
- impact (more and more and globally more than anything else) on geology, but also on 
all other strata of the biosphere, atmosphere etc. - that is on the whole life-critical zone 
of the Earth (mainly in a destructive way).


• The concept also signify and suggest that we humans in the Holocene epoch (that 
started at the end of the last ice-age about 11500 years ago) and especially in the Late-
Holocene have developed a kind of thinking and being-in-the-world characterized by a 
large Earth-forgetfulness - that is thinking and acting like we only live in a human-made 
society/culture, with “nature” as a scene/stage, background or ressource/instrument, 
we can use unlimited to unfold our human lifeworld/reality.


• Thus: the concept ‘Anthropocene’ is not a pure concept - it denotes different things 


• On the one hand it describes an epoch in the history of the Earth where human 
activities impact enormously, geologically, biologically etc. - 


• On the other hand it also denotes a new world-understanding - that is the 
awareness of this impact and its relation to a wrong”/problematic humanistic-
scenic-understanding of earth and a call for a different understanding  
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2a. The Anthropocene as a new world understanding  - components of such a concept 

1. The Anthropocene denotes an ecological awareness of the fact that we live and act in a life-
critical zone (slightly below and above the surface of the Earth)  – and therefore not only in a 
society (on earth). Yet, almost all of our ideas and institutions developed in the late-Holocene 
has been tied to a sharp devision between Man, culture and society on the one hand and 
Nature on the other. E.g.: Ideas about “the common good” has been restricted to mankind.  


2. The Anthropocene should therefore not be seen as a boxing match between Man and 
Nature. Instead the understanding appearing in the Anthropocene is that we are all part of a 
double nexus. On the one hand: humans and non-humans are today everywhere interwoven. 
On the other hand: humans and humans are also more related and interwoven globally in 
their activities than ever. Further these two entanglements, are also interwoven. Finding 
oneself in an Anthropocene age means becoming aware of this double entanglement. 


3. The Anthropocene understanding also suggest that the Earth can act (having agency); 
meaning: the whole life-critical-zone is full of living heterogen actors - with different voices 
and world/home-making activities, interacting and being a You rather than a scene/
ressource/background. Also: the human is never only a purely human solitary actor, but is 
always acting-together-with-other-actors - also non-humans. 


4. Finally, the new awareness function as a incomprehensibility receiver - generating new 
sensibilities, making it possible and likely to recognizing ‘Anthropocene 
incomprehensibilities’, which would otherwise be dark clouds or not recognized at all. In 
other words: It invites to rethink our understanding of ourselves, the world, and all our 
problems, also our understanding of education, schools etc. 
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2b. The Anthropocene as a new view on mixed history 

1. The pre-Holocene: The period before last ice-age, a shifting time, where homo sapiens did 
not stand out (very much) from other beings on earth and mainly did not alter the life on earth 
significantly (more than other species). Yet, in the late-Pleistocene (late stone age) homo 
sapiens began to develop advanced stone tools, organizations, hunting and gathering 
strategies, and extinction of other humans (than sapiens) and most of the mega-fauna 
unfolded. The world-understanding: mainly animistic.  


2. The Holocene: An unusual climatic stable warm periode, arising after the last ice-age, about 
11.500 years ago. Agriculture developed, cities, civilizations, writing, industrialization, 
thinking and much more. Homo sapiens spred to all continents, and began to reshape life on 
earth globally and with major impact. All this can now be seen as a gradual and diachronous 
prehistory to the Anthropocene. The world-understanding especially in the late-Holocene: 
Earth-forgetfulness/Humanism.    


3. The Anthropocene: Instead of moving towards a new ice-age, global warming develops, 
biodiversity decline, because of human-activities, resulting in unstable life-conditions. In 
many ways this age started back in the Holocene. It denotes that human being have become 
a global force, reshaping (mostly unintended, ruthless and destructive) all life and all life-
conditions on Earth, accelerating extremely after 1945, leading to the situation today, where 
all human-human and human-non-human-activities are globally interwoven, and the negative 
impact of human initiated activities has become highly significant - giving rise to the 
awareness of “climate crisis”, “biodiversity-crisis” etc. It becomes generally acknowledged 
that “human exceptionalism” and Earth-forgetfulness is not a sustainable world-
understanding. A new more Earth-friendly “ecological” world-understanding arises; making a 
synthesis of “holocene humanism” and “pre-holocene animism”. 
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3. Implications of the Anthropocene - discussion: 3 responses/scenarios:  

1) The Anthropocene recognition calls for a total rejection of the ways of 
being that have been developed in the Holocene, including school-systems 
etc. In this scenario, therefore, one should try to return to time before the 
Holocene, to an animistic way of living in a kind of covenant with the 
surroundings. This is often referred to as back to nature.


2) The Anthropocene recognition calls for us to accelerate the development 
of (“green”) technology and ways of adapting, which will bring the unintended 
global consequences under control so that the late-Holocene-life can 
continue as far as possible. In this scenario, we try to extend the Holocene by 
repairing and countering the worst unintended side effects.


3) The Anthropocene calls for us to take the new understanding seriously, 
namely that we are in an Anthropocene situation that requires us to rethink 
and recreate our way of life – so it becomes more earthly bound, better for 
planetary life. We should therefore try to “save”/redo the best of Holocene 
thinking and practice (humanism when it is best), but also undo the Earth-
forgetfulness and make a new synthesis between animism and humanism. 
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4a. The Anthropocene and Pragmatic Constructivism  

• A double question: should we rethink the Anthropocene from the 
perspective of Pragmatic Constructivism? How would it look like? 
And/or should we rethink PC from the perspective of the 
Anthropocene? What should then be rethought and how?


• 1) PC can be used to 


• Clarifying the “Anthropocene concept” - do not look for what it 
refer to, but what use it have (cf. Wittgenstein) in a certain 
language game.. Suggestion: its use is to articulate problems 
with our Holocene-world-understanding taken for granted, more 
or less, in all our conceptualizations, institutions and doings - 
how we do schooling for instance. So: it is a “grand narrative”. 


• Sharpen the critique of the “scenic-humanistic world-
understanding” of the Late-Holocene - as a “poor reality-
construction” (with misleading conceptions of the world).  
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4b. The Anthropocene and Pragmatic Constructivism   

• 2) But also rethink PC and its “human exceptionalism” and then contribute to a 
better understanding of the Anthropocene world: 


• PC see humans (people) as actors - should we expand the theory to non-
human-actors? Yes: “To live is to be active and to do things”. All living beings 
act and do things. If we only take account of human actors - we marginalized 
all other beings, their facts, values, goals, existence, possibilities. If only 
humans is seen as actors, then all concepts are only designed and validated 
as part of human-only-reality-constructions and human success. 


• PC also partly rely on a humanistic-scenic understanding of the non-human 
aspects of the world: The human actor is seen as playing roles on a stage, 
rather than doing/creating together with humans and non-humans in a 
shared life-critical earth-zone. Yet: PC could easily transform to an 
Anthropocene understanding, at least in theory.  


• PC also conceptualizes social systems, technological systems and agents 
and ethics as only taking place among humans. But could be expanded to 
non-human actors and then create a better world-understanding, including 
another kind of more-than-human-ethics/responsibility and transhuman 
guiding idea of sociality/being-togetherness. 
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4c. The Anthropocene and Pragmatic Constructivism   

• 3) Understanding the problems of the Anthropocene with PC as problems of communication  

• PC see ‘Communication’ as interaction between human actors, integrating their facts, possibilities 
and values in shared narrative structures… This is a account of the Holocene way of understanding 
human-language-games. This communication only integrate “human-actors” - not non-humans and 
their values etc., … such a “insufficient integration causes failure” (Nørreklit”) - not really integrating 
with non-humans throughout most of the Holocene, is the reason to most of the problems we face 
today: climate-crisis etc. 


• According to PC communication among humans “enables them to understand and support each 
other”. And: “By communicating the actor positions herself in the social world outlining a place 
where she belongs ”. But non-communication with non-humans then implies: non-understanding 
and non-solidarity with non-humans and destruction of shared belonging.  


• “By means of communication we can cooperate and organize complex practices.” But only 
focusing on human-human-communication we build practices that instrumentalize, ignore, destroy 
or exclude non-humans.


• Its like a family where no one communicate with one of the members, other than using this member 
to fulfill instrumentel needs, cf. Nørreklit: “Members who are not allowed to participate in co-
authoring tend to have a difficult time”. 


• The result might be global “diffusion”, cf Nørreklit: “Actors may be unable or unwilling to 
understand each other. They may develop hostile relations” and “dialogue, openness and interest in 
common insight disappear. A common reality construct is out of the question.”  
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4d. The Anthropocene and Pragmatic Constructivism   

• 4) But also perhaps develop PC further on some points? 

• Realness of things are not identical to realness of actors? “When things … are real, then 
actors can use them to act successfully” (Nørreklit): real/non-real is here discussed in relation to 
things - not in relation to actors-realness. Therefore: real is reduced to real things reduced to 
useful things - leading to a user-using-tool-based way of being in the world as the real one.. … 
But the realness of an actor cannot be reduced (without problems) to fulfilling expectations, being 
useful etc. Rather the opposite is the case! And that goes for all living beings; that is large parts of 
the world. If the world is seen mainly as consisting of interacting actors, dialog and not only use 
becomes a better way of “ acknowledge and testing realness”. 


• 2 kinds of possibilities: a) actor-possibilities (what an actor can do), and b) possibilities of 
something that can happen to us. This mean: we live in a complex world, both being actors 
together with other actors, and being-disposed to “happenings”. These two we must integrate in 
our reality-construction: meaning we are both actors (creating) and “subjects” (created). Also: 
Other actors actions happen to us, but it is always only a possibility that they will act so and so… 
There are too many actors in the world to integrate with (and evolutionary integration works very 
slow) - life is therefore unpredictable as an event. PC should perhaps stress more this “open-
world”? 


• Love is not egoistic, but if all our love and basis values are human-centered it narrows our 
projects, outlook and ignore, destroy or reduce non-humans to objects of instrumental reason. 
Perhaps love is not enough? The way we construe reality also shape our values, our possible 
“love-projects”. If er grow up in a world where humans marginalize non-humans, it is perhaps not 
likely that our love-projections reach out to non-humans (because we don’t see them as actors)? 
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